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Highly-configurable software underpins much of our computing
infrastructure. It enables extensive reuse, but opens the door to broken configuration specifications. The configuration specification
language, Kconfig, is designed to prevent invalid configurations
of the Linux kernel from being built. However, the astronomical
size of the configuration space for Linux makes finding specification bugs difficult by hand or with random testing. In this paper,
we introduce a software model checking framework for building
Kconfig static analysis tools. We develop a formal semantics of
the Kconfig language and implement the semantics in a symbolic
evaluator called kclause that models Kconfig behavior as logical formulas. We then design and implement a bug finder, called
kismet, that takes kclause models and leverages automated theorem proving to find unmet dependency bugs. kismet is evaluated
for its precision, performance, and impact on kernel development
for a recent version of Linux, which has over 140,000 lines of Kconfig across 28 architecture-specific specifications. Our evaluation
finds 781 bugs (151 when considering sharing among Kconfig specifications) with 100% precision, spending between 37 and 90 minutes
for each Kconfig specification, although it misses some bugs due to
underapproximation. Compared to random testing, kismet finds
substantially more true positive bugs in a fraction of the time.
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INTRODUCTION

Highly-configurable software product lines underpin much of our
computing infrastructure, because configurability enables reuse
without having to reprogram the software for new devices or
applications. The Linux kernel is one such example of highlyconfigurable software that is used in billions of computing devices.
With over 15,000 configuration options controlling everything from
drivers, architecture, memory management, and more, there are
over 215,000 combinations, if only considering Boolean options. This
extreme configurability makes its widespread use possible, but also
opens the door to invalid configurations, which produce broken
variations of the software.
To mitigate the chance of misconfiguration, developers provide
configuration specifications, which define the intended combinations
of configuration options. These specifications may be as simple as
a text file describing configuration instructions, or as sophisticated
as a machine-readable specification enforced at build time. These
specifications, if only implicitly, define a software product line’s
feature model, i.e., the legal configurations of the software. In Linux
and other systems software, such as BusyBox and coreboot, developers use the Kconfig language to specify configuration options, as
well as their dependencies.
While Linux is effectively a software product line, its specification language, Kconfig, is unlike typical feature modeling languages [47]. Kconfig has complex semantics and additional language features, such as invisible variables, automated option selection, and user-interface support. With over 140,000 lines of Kconfig
specifications in the Linux kernel, its complex behavior makes
maintenance challenging. One example is the common pitfall highlighted in Kconfig’s manual [28], the unmet dependency bug. These
bugs lead to illegal configurations when developers unwittingly
mix conflicting constructs in dependency specifications. With thousands of potentially vulnerable constructs and an ever-changing
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specification, finding such bugs by hand is a practically impossible
task.
Existing work on the analysis of Kconfig is focused on extracting
a feature model, rather than checking for Kconfig bugs. Having
a Linux feature model has been useful for applications outside of
Kconfig, including measuring feature model hierarchies [10, 44, 45],
supporting variability-aware analysis of C [11, 18, 20, 24, 26, 27, 31,
51, 56, 58], and dead code elimination [52, 53]. However, these tools
make assumptions about Kconfig semantics that, while appropriate
for their respective applications, make them less amenable to bug
finding. For instance, KconfigReader explicitly omits modeling the
language semantics that lead to unmet dependencies, leaving a
checker as a separate problem [25, 30]. The other tools do the
same and have less support for Kconfig semantics, omitting some
parts of the Linux feature model altogether [16, 45]. Moreover, by
focusing on feature modeling, prior tools bake in decisions about
the analysis domain, i.e., a feature model, which limits the feasibility
of repurposing the work for Kconfig bug finding and other source
level tools.
In this paper, we introduce a software model checking framework
for building Kconfig static analysis tools. Inspired by model checking frameworks for program code [1], we base our static analysis on
our newly-developed formal semantics of the Kconfig language and
leverage automated theorem proving to model Kconfig behavior
and find bugs. Of existing descriptions of Kconfig semantics, all but
one are either informal or example-based [15, 16] which, having
no formalization, are not amenable to automated reasoning. The
one prior formal semantics uses an idealized Kconfig syntax rather
than Kconfig’s actual grammar, is missing language behavior (including that leading to unmet dependencies), and uses an abstract
domain designed for feature modeling [43]. In contrast, we develop
a formal semantics of the concrete behavior of Kconfig when it
checks a configuration file’s validity. We define our semantics over
the syntax derived from Kconfig’s actual implementation, which
contains a bison grammar specification.
This approach to Kconfig semantics has three key benefits over
prior efforts. First, it is formal, making it possible to use automated
reasoning tools. Second, it is concrete, which decouples the description of Kconfig semantics from any particular analysis objective.
This leaves decisions about how to abstract Kconfig behavior to
specific applications and should reduce future effort to design new
Kconfig analyses. Third, it simplifies modeling Kconfig since, as
we show, we can methodically derive an abstraction of Kconfig
behavior from this concrete semantics.
To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we design and implement an analysis that finds the unmet dependency bugs highlighted
in Kconfig’s manual and is, to our knowledge, the first static analysis for finding such bugs. We first define the bug as a formal
property in terms of the semantics, then show how a checker can
be methodically derived from the semantics. We underapproximate
non-Boolean options and use aggressive optimization to yield a
bug-finder that is both fast and very precise. Moreover, it can also
automatically localize and generate test cases for the unmet dependency bugs it finds. The trade-off is decreased recall due to false
negatives, although we show that these are less common due to the
rarity of non-Boolean options.

We implement the bug-finder and evaluate it on a recent version
of the Linux kernel source, which contains over 140,000 lines of
Kconfig describing 28 architecture-specific Kconfig specifications.
Our results show that our bug finding is both precise and fast.
The bug-finder finds 781 alarms (151 when considering sharing
among Kconfig specifications) over all Linux kernel architectures’
Kconfig specifications, all of which are verified true positives, for a
precision of 100%. While such precision might be unusually high
for a programming language analyzer, the Kconfig language has no
iteration or recursion that would require overapproximation. With
our optimizations, our bug finder takes an average of 40 minutes
for one Kconfig specification, checking over 10,000 constructs.
While we are still in the process of reporting all bugs found
by our tool, Linux maintainers have so far already confirmed 38
of our reports and committed 15 of our patches into the mainline
Linux kernel repository, demonstrating the utility of our tooling.
Committing patches is a manual process, requiring discussion with
kernel maintainers, so investigating, reporting, and submitting
patches for the alarms is ongoing.
Since, to our knowledge, no other static bug finder for unmet
dependencies exists, we compare to Kconfig’s built-in randconfig
tool, the de facto standard random configuration testing tool used
by Linux maintainers and the Intel 0-day test service [5]. Given the
same amount of time to find bugs, randconfig yields only 98 alarms
compared to our tool’s 781. Even letting random testing run for over
four days for each Kconfig specification, 135x longer than our tool’s
total time, the testing approach still only finds 175 bugs, far fewer
than our tool. The random testing approach did find eight bugs
missed by our tool, reflecting the tradeoff in performance gained
by underapproximation. Even with this limitation, our tool finds
many more bugs while taking far less time, a useful complement to
testing.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• A formal semantics of Kconfig’s concrete behavior (Section 3).
• An efficient design of a bug-finder and localizer for unmet
dependency bugs (Section 4).
• An implementation of the bug finder, along with reusable
components for creating Kconfig analyzers (Section 5).
• An experimental evaluation of the bug finder’s precision,
performance, and impact (Section 6).

2

OVERVIEW

In this section we introduce the Kconfig language, illustrate an
unmet dependency bug, and summarize how our formal semantics
enables the design of a static analysis to find such bugs.

2.1

Introduction to the Kconfig Language

Figure 1 is a simplified snippet of Kconfig from Linux v5.4.4. Configuration options are defined with the config construct (lines 1,
7, and 12). Inside each config declaration is a block of constructs
that define the option’s type (e.g. Boolean), constraints on its use,
and text used by Kconfig to populate a user interface.
Lines 2, 8, and 13 are the type declarations. A bool option (line 8)
has two possible settings, y or n. y means the feature is on and compiled into the kernel, and n means the feature is off and omitted
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1
2
3
4
5

An Unmet Dependency Bug in the Wild. Figure 1 has an unmet dependency bug found by our automated analysis. All three of the configuration options defined in this example control specific C compilation units that are only built into the kernel when the options are
enabled. IIO_BUFFER_CB controls industrialio-buffer-cb.o and
IIO_BUFFER control industrialio-buffer.o.
industrialio-buffer-cb.o calls functions that are defined in
industrialio-buffer.o, so the former cannot be built without
the latter, otherwise there would be a build error. The developers
capture this build dependency with a direct dependency in the
definition of the IIO_BUFFER_CB option (line 15). This constraint,
by itself, would prevent a user from giving a configuration that
leads to the build error.
The select IIO_BUFFER_CB construct on line 5, however, can
override this direct dependency under certain conditions. Specifically, if a user (or another select) enables TOUCHSCREEN_ADC, the
select automatically force-enables IIO_BUFFER_CB. Kconfig permits such a configuration to proceed to build, albeit with a warning.
Still, the build will fail, and the user will have to manually correct
their configuration file in order to avoid the unmet dependency.
While the Kconfig documentation warns of select’s pitfalls and
recommends not using it to override dependencies, it is difficult
to check by hand whether any of its 17,000+ uses have an unmet
dependency bug.

config TOUCHSCREEN_ADC
tristate
prompt "Generic ADC based touchscreen"
depends on IIO && INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN
select IIO_BUFFER_CB

6
7
8
9
10

config IIO_BUFFER
bool
prompt "Enable buffer support within IIO"
depends on IIO

11
12
13
14
15
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config IIO_BUFFER_CB
tristate
prompt "IIO callback buffer"
depends on IIO && IIO_BUFFER

Figure 1: An example Kconfig specification that allows an
unmet dependency violation and leads to a build error.
Adapted from Linux source: drivers/input/touchscreen/Kconfig, drivers/iio/Kconfig, and drivers/iio/buffer/Kconfig.

2.2

from the kernel. A tristate option (lines 2 and 13) adds an additional setting, m. m is like y except that the build system compiles
a loadable kernel module instead of linking to the main kernel
binary [28].
tristate and bool are the most common configuration options,
representing more than 95% of options in the Linux Kconfig specifications. The other possible types are string for strings, int for
decimal integers, and hex for hexadecimal numbers.
Constraints on options are defined using depends on (lines 4,
10, and 15) and select (line 5), but the Kconfig language prohibits
circular dependencies. depends on defines a direct dependency,
which provides requirements that should hold before the option can
be enabled. The dependency is expressed with a Boolean expression
of other options. For instance, line 4 means that TOUCHSCREEN_ADC
may not be enabled unless IIO && INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN is true,
i.e., when both IIO and INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN are also enabled.
A reverse dependency, given by the select construct, inverts the
dependency relationship by forcing the target of the select to be enabled. For instance, line 5 means that whenever TOUCHSCREEN_ADC
is enabled, IIO_BUFFER_CB is forced to be enabled. A reverse dependency can only enable another option, not disable it, and only
applies to bool or tristate options. Kconfig permits reverse dependencies to override direct dependencies, which can lead to unmet
dependency bugs.
Options with a prompt are visible options that a user may enable.
The prompt construct defines the prompt string for use in a user
interface (lines 3, 9, and 14). Non-visible options, i.e., those with no
prompt construct, can only be set by a select construct or take a
specification-defined default value (not shown in this example). The
visibility of an option affects the behavior of a config construct in
subtle ways, which we describe in the formal semantics of Kconfig.

An Unmet Dependencies Bug Finder

We create a formal model of the unmet dependency bug according
to the semantics of Kconfig. First, we model the space of valid Kconfig configurations in formal logic automatically with our symbolic
evaluator kclause. Next, kismet generates verification conditions
to prove the absence of an unmet dependency for each select
construct in the Kconfig specification. Not all reverse dependencies can cause unmet dependencies, so kismet needs to consider
constraints from all configuration options to rule out infeasible
ones. The resulting verification conditions are discharged to the
Z3 SMT solver [13]. When an unmet dependency cannot be ruled
out, kismet raises an alarm. It then switches to test case generation, converting any counterexamples to Linux configuration files.
kismet uses these tests on Kconfig and the build system to expose
real bugs.
To see how kclause models dependencies, take Figure 1’s definition of TOUCHSCREEN_ADC (line 1). Since it has no reverse dependencies, it can only be enabled when its direct dependencies hold, i.e.,
enabling TOUCHSCREEN_ADC implies IIO and INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN
are also both enabled:
TOUCHSCREEN_ADC → IIO ∧ INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN

When an option has reverse dependencies, its direct dependencies
do not have to hold if its reverse dependencies already do. For
instance, enabling IIO_BUFFER_CB (line 12) implies that its direct
or reverse dependencies hold:
IIO_BUFFER_CB →(IIO ∧ IIO_BUFFER
∨ TOUCHSCREEN_ADC)

An unmet dependency happens when an option’s reverse dependencies hold but its direct dependencies do not. For instance, an
unmet dependency happens when TOUCHSCREEN_ADC force-enables
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kconfig
statement
config
choice
type
constrnts
prompt
default
depends
select
expr
val

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
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statement+
config | choice
config symbol type constrnts select*
choice type constrnts config+ endchoice
bool | tristate
prompt depends+ default+
prompt word if expr
default val if expr
depends on expr
select symbol if expr
expr && expr | expr || expr | ! expr | symbol
y|n

Figure 3a defines the semantic valuation function S for statements. S functions take an immutable configuration file 𝜎 as input
and return whether the configuration is valid or invalid, i.e.,
buildable or not. S1 evaluates a Kconfig specification’s list of statements by checking whether all statements are valid according to
the input.
S2 is the valuation function for config statements. The number
of cases reflects the complexities of Kconfig’s validity checking.
The first covers reverse dependencies, using the valuation function
R, which searches the entire kconfig file. (In practice, the Kconfig
implementation memoizes reverse dependencies during parsing to
avoid repeatedly traversing the syntax tree.) If a reverse dependency
holds, that means the option must be enabled, i.e., 𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = 𝑦,
otherwise the configuration file does not match the specification.
The second case of S2 handles a direct dependency when the
reverse dependency does not hold. In this case, an option is valid
regardless of its setting, because a user is free to enable or disable it.
The third case covers non-visible configuration options, which have
no prompt, so the option’s value must match the specified default.
The fourth case covers when none of the option’s dependencies
hold. Lastly, if none of these conditions are met, the configuration
file is not valid.
Dependencies for non-Boolean types (string, int, and hex) behave
similarly to bool and tristate, but there are additional constraints
and expressions such as range and inequalities. The full semantics
describes these differences [40].

Figure 2: Formal syntax of a core fragment of Kconfig.

IIO_BUFFER_CB even though IIO_BUFFER_CB’s direct dependencies are infeasible. This unmet dependency can be formalized as
follows:
TOUCHSCREEN_ADC ∧ (IIO ∧ INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN)
∧ IIO_BUFFER_CB ∧ ¬ (IIO ∧ IIO_BUFFER)

kismet tries to prove the negation of this condition, since it verifies
the absence of unmet dependencies. If the proof fails, kismet raises
an alarm and switches to test case generation.

3

THE SEMANTICS OF KCONFIG
3.2

The Kconfig language is a declarative configuration specification
language. At its core, Kconfig takes a configuration file, which is
a mapping from configuration options to their concrete values,
and determines whether the configuration file is valid according
to the developer’s specifications. Developers use Kconfig language
constructs to define configuration options, declaring their names,
types, and any dependencies they have on other configuration
options. Kconfig also supports user interfaces, and the language
has additional constructs, such as help, to specify text elements of
the interface. These do not affect the buildability of configuration
files and act as comments.
We developed this formal semantics by studying the Kconfig
manual, Kconfig’s source code, as well as informal descriptions and
examples from prior work [15, 16]. To check the fidelity of the semantics, we used new and existing benchmarks [15, 16], generated
random configuration files fed to Kconfig as input, and evaluated
this paper’s bug-finder, which requires a correct semantics for its
analysis to be precise. Given the size of the semantics, having dozens
of rules and still more syntactic sugar rules, we highlight a core
fragment of the language here, and document the remaining rules
in an openly-archived formal semantics [40].

3.1

Reverse Dependencies

To find any reverse dependencies for an option, Kconfig needs to
search the entire specification for a select that can enable the
option. This is partly why tracking down unmet dependencies is
so difficult.
Figure 3b defines the valuation function R for reverse dependencies. It takes both the configuration file 𝜎 and a symbol name 𝑠 and
returns a Boolean value: true if that symbol is selected by some
option or false if not. R1 ’s disjunction reflects the need for only
one select to force-enable an option.
R2 checks to see if an option is enabled and its dependencies
are met, then calls R3 to evaluate any select constructs. R3 checks
whether there is a select for the input symbol 𝑠. R4 checks whether
any configuration option within a choice block selects symbol 𝑠.
Options other than tristate and bool cannot be the selector
or selectee of a reverse dependency.

3.3

Choice Constructs

A choice construct defines a mutually-exclusive set of configuration options. Choices are useful in configuration specifications,
because expressing them with Boolean logic alone is verbose. Figure 4 is an example of a choice from the Linux kernel that allows
only one of several compression algorithms for a file system to
be enabled. A choice block starts with a choice keyword (line 1)
and ends with an endchoice (line 10). It contains a list of configuration options which, besides the mutual-exclusion rule, behave
mostly like any other options, except that they cannot have reverse
dependencies or default values.

Configuration Declarations

Figure 2 shows the syntax of a core fragment of the Kconfig language for bool configuration options. A kconfig file contains a list
of statements, which are either a configuration option declaration
or a choice construct. A configuration option, config, has a type, constraints for direct dependencies, and zero or more select constructs
for reverse dependencies.
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(S2 )

(S3 )

Δ

(

Δ


valid



 valid






 valid

S[[kconfig]]𝜎 =

(S1 )

S[[config 𝑠𝑦𝑚 bool constrnts select*]]𝜎 =
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Ó
if statement𝑖 ∈kconfig (S[[statement𝑖 ]]𝜎 = valid)
otherwise

valid
invalid

if (𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = y) ∧ R[[kconfig]] (𝜎, 𝑠𝑦𝑚)
if E[[depends+]]𝜎 ∧ E[[prompt ]]𝜎 ∧ ¬ R[[kconfig]] (𝜎, 𝑠𝑦𝑚)
if ( (𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = y) ∧ E[[default+]]𝜎 ∨ (𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = n) ∧ ¬E[[default+]]𝜎)
∧ E[[depends+]]𝜎 ∧ ¬E[[prompt ]]𝜎 ∧ ¬ R[[kconfig]] (𝜎, 𝑠𝑦𝑚)
if (𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = n) ∧ ¬E[[depends+]]𝜎 ∧ ¬ R[[kconfig]] (𝜎, 𝑠𝑦𝑚)







valid



 invalid


 valid







Δ 
S[[choice bool constrnts config+ end]]𝜎 = valid



 valid



 invalid


otherwise
if (Enabled[[config+]]𝜎 = 1) ∧ (S[[config+]]𝜎 = valid)
∧ E[[depends+]]𝜎 ∧ E[[prompt ]]𝜎
if (Enabled[[config+]]𝜎 = 0) ∧ ¬(E[[depends+]]𝜎 ∧ E[[prompt ]]𝜎)
Ó
if (Enabled[[config+]]𝜎 = 0) ∧ constrnts𝑖 ∈config+ (¬E[[constrnts𝑖 ]]𝜎)
otherwise

(a) Direct dependency rules.
Δ

R[[kconfig]] (𝜎, 𝑠) =

(R1 )

Ü

R[[statement𝑖 ]] (𝜎, 𝑠)

statement𝑖 ∈kconfig

(R2 )

(R3 )

(R4 )

Δ

R[[config 𝑠𝑦𝑚 bool constrnts select*]] (𝜎, 𝑠) =

(

R[[select*]] (𝜎, 𝑠)
false

if (𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = y) ∧ E[[depends+]]𝜎
otherwise



true
if (sym = 𝑠) ∧ E[[expr]]𝜎


Δ 
R[[select sym if expr select*]] (𝜎, 𝑠) = R[[select*]] (𝜎, 𝑠) if select* ≠ ∅


 false
otherwise

(
R[[config+]]
(𝜎,
𝑠)
if E[[depends+]]𝜎 ∧ E[[prompt ]]𝜎
Δ
R[[choice bool constrnts config+ end]] (𝜎, 𝑠) =
false
otherwise
(b) Reverse dependency rules.
Δ

E[[prompt word if expr ]]𝜎 = E[[expr]]𝜎
Û
Δ
E[[depends+]]𝜎 =
(E[[expr𝑖 ]]𝜎)

(E1 )
Σ : Symbols → {y, n}

(E2 )

S : Statements → (Σ → {valid, invalid})

expr𝑖 ∈ depends+

R : Statements → (Σ × Symbols → {true, false})
E : Constraints → (Σ → {true, false})

(c) Types for input (Σ) and the valuation functions.
Δ

Õ

(E3 )

(E4 )

(1)

(E6 )
(E7 )

if E[[expr]]𝜎
if default* ≠ ∅
otherwise

Δ

E[[expr1 && expr2 ]]𝜎 = E[[expr1 ]]𝜎 ∧ E[[expr2 ]]𝜎
Δ

E[[expr1 || expr2 ]]𝜎 = E[[expr1 ]]𝜎 ∨ E[[expr2 ]]𝜎

(E5 )

sym𝑖 ∈config+
𝜎 (sym𝑖 ) =𝑦

Enabled[[config+]]𝜎 =



val = y



E[[default val if expr default*]]𝜎 = E[[default*]]𝜎


 false

Δ

Δ

E[[ ! expr]]𝜎 = ¬E[[expr]]𝜎
Δ

E[[𝑠𝑦𝑚]]𝜎 = (𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) = 𝑦)

(d) Counting how many config options are enabled.
(e) Expression evaluation rules.

Figure 3: Formal semantics of a core fragment of Kconfig.
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choice
prompt "Decompressor parallelisation options"
depends on SQUASHFS
config SQUASHFS_DECOMP_SINGLE
bool "Single threaded compression"
config SQUASHFS_DECOMP_MULTI
bool "Use multiple decompressors"
config SQUASHFS_DECOMP_MULTI_PERCPU
bool "Use percpu multiple decompressors"
endchoice

1
2
3

config X
select A if 𝐷𝑋
𝐾𝑋 // other constraints for X

4
5
6
7
8

config A
depends on 𝐷𝐴
𝐾𝐴 // other constraints for A
𝐾other // constraints from other configuration options

Figure 5: Components of an unmet dependency condition.

Figure 4: An example of a choice construct.

Kconfig has limited metaprogramming facilities via preprocessor
constructs for file inclusion and macro expansion [2], which we
do not model. Our implementation runs the preprocessor before
symbolic evaluation to ensure that all files are included and macros
are expanded.

The S3 function in Figure 3a describes the choice block’s semantics. The first case covers the mutual exclusion property, requiring
that only one of the configuration options is enabled. This condition
also recursively checks that all the nested configs’ dependencies
are valid.
Choice constructs also have their own direct dependencies, so
Kconfig permits no options to be enabled when the choice dependencies are not met. The second case of S3 covers this situation. The
third case covers the situation when none of the nested config options’ dependencies are met, in which case Kconfig also permits the
choice to have no options enabled. choice constructs can also take
the optional keyword to allow for no options to be enabled even if
its direct dependencies are met. The rules are slightly different from
a regular choice, and we present them in the full semantics [40].
The choice statement described above has bool type. The only
other type a choice can take is tristate, in which case its behavior
is the same as bool, except that more than one choice may be set
to m.

3.4

4

Our bug-finder, called kismet works by generating a formula for
each select describing the configurations under which it triggers
an unmet dependency bug. This requires both syntax analysis, to
identify select constructs, as well as semantic analysis, to construct a formal model of the bug automatically. kismet discharges
the formal conditions to an SMT solver to check satisfiability. The
Kconfig language allows developers to define constraints using
symbolic Boolean formulas. Since our goal is to analyze all solutions to these constraints simultaneously, the analysis problem is
at least as hard as Boolean satisfiability in general. The main challenge to designing kismet is ensuring scalability while preserving
enough precision to identify the exact constructs causing the unmet
dependency alarm.

Constraint Expressions

Figure 3e defines rules for evaluating constraint expressions, which
return a Boolean true or false. E1 , E2 , and E3 are the prompt,
depends on, and default constructs, respectively. Each is a carrier
for a logical expression, and it is their interaction with config and
choice that gives them distinct meaning. The rest of the rules are
typical Boolean operators (E4 śE7 ).

3.5

DESIGNING THE BUG FINDER

4.1

Identifying Select Constructs

The first challenge for kismet is to identify select constructs in
the Kconfig specifications. Walking over each config construct
syntactically, it records all pairs of options involved in a select
operation. For instance, in Figure 1, kismet identifies the pair
(TOUCHSCREEN_ADC, IIO_BUFFER_CB) which contains the selector
and selectee, respectively. In order to verify whether the select
is free from an unmet dependency bug, kismet needs to account
for all of the dependencies that constrain both the selector and the
selectee.
The schematic in Figure 5 highlights what conditions kismet
uses from the Kconfig specification to construct a verification condition. The configuration option X (line 1) selects A (line 5) with
the select construct on line 2. The select construct itself is constrained by some if dependency, captured by a logical formula
𝐷𝑋 (line 2). Additionally, X has its own dependencies 𝐾𝑋 controlling when it can be enabled (line 3). A’s direct dependencies are
𝐷𝐴 (line 6), while 𝐾𝐴 (line 7) represents any prompt or default
constraints. 𝐾other represents the constraints from all other configuration options.

Syntactic Sugar

Kconfig has three additional statements that can be desugared to
config and choice: if, menu, and menuconfig. Unlike the controlflow construct in programming languages, Kconfig’s if is just syntactic sugar for adding constraints in bulk to its nested statements.
The menu statement behaves like an if block, but also adds text
to the user interface. menuconfig is a combination of config and
menu. The full semantics [40] contains the desugaring rules for
these.
The Kconfig language also has a great deal of flexibility in its
syntax. Most of the behavior of a Kconfig specification is insensitive
to the ordering of options and constraints. Therefore, our syntax
defines ordering on constraints to reduce the number of syntactic
sugars rules needed.
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4.2

Modeling Unmet Dependency Bugs

describes a valid configuration given an input configuration file. For
each Kconfig syntactic construct in the specification under analysis,
our bug finder automatically constructs a symbolic formula 𝜙𝑖 corresponding to its valuation function from the semantics in Figure 3.
The formula is the disjunction of each condition leading to a valid
result. For instance, a config statement, defined by semantic rule
S2 in Figure 3, has four valid cases. kclause constructs 𝜙 config
as a disjunction of each of these case conditions, where 𝐶 is the
symbolic value of the option:

X’s select construct only causes an unmet dependency if the select
overrides A’s direct dependencies, i.e., when A’s dependencies are
unsatisfied. If we just consider the constraints of the selector and
the selectee, the formula for unmet dependency is as follows:
(1)

𝜙 unmet = 𝑋 ∧ 𝐷𝑋 ∧ 𝐾𝑋
∧ 𝐴 ∧ ¬(𝐷𝐴 ∧ 𝐾𝐴 )

(2)

𝜙 unmet means the following: the selector option X is enabled and its
select and other constraints 𝐷𝑋 ∧ 𝐾𝑋 are met (subexpression 1);
and the selectee option A is enabled while its dependencies 𝐷𝐴 ∧ 𝐾𝐴
are not met (subexpression 2).
𝜙 unmet is an overapproximation, however, because it only accounts for the constraints from two configuration options, the
selector and selectee. Constraints from other configuration options
(𝐾other ) can make 𝜙 unmet unsatisfiable. Without accounting for
those, we can expect more false positive alarms. A precise condition would contain these constraints as well:

𝜙 config = (𝐶 ∧ 𝜙 reverse )
∨ (𝜙 depends ∧ 𝜙 prompt ∧ ¬𝜙 reverse )
∨ ( (𝐶 ∧ 𝜙 default ∨ ¬𝐶 ∧ ¬𝜙 default )
∧ 𝜙 depends ∧ ¬𝜙 prompt ∧ ¬𝜙 reverse )
∨ (¬𝐶 ∧ ¬𝜙 depends ∧ ¬𝜙 reverse )

Each of the four disjunctive terms corresponds to each of the four
valid conditions from S2 . Accesses to the concrete configuration
option value 𝜎 (𝑠𝑦𝑚) are replaced with a symbolic Boolean value
𝐶. Calls to other valuation functions are replaced with the symbolic formulas for that syntax, e.g., 𝜙 depends for the depends on
construct.
For the configuration option IIO_BUFFER_CB in Figure 1, 𝜙 config
is constructed from the following symbolic formulas:

𝜙 unmet (precise) = 𝜙 unmet ∧ 𝐾other
Optimizing the bug-finder. The Linux Kconfig specification has
thousands of configuration options, so 𝜙 unmet (precise) is a substantially more expensive formula to solve; it has the constraints from
thousands of configuration options instead of just the two in 𝜙 unmet .
To make solving more efficient, we use two techniques. First, if
a selectee option has no direct dependencies, then an unmet dependency bug is not possible. Second, we first check the 𝜙 unmet
condition and only check 𝜙 unmet (precise) if the first check is satisfiable. This optimization is safe, because if 𝜙 unmet is unsatisfiable, we
know that 𝜙 unmet (precise) is also unsatisfiable, i.e. ¬𝜙 unmet entails
¬𝜙 unmet (precise) :
𝜙 unmet → 𝜙 unmet

tautology

𝜙 unmet ∧ 𝐾other → 𝜙 unmet
𝜙 unmet (precise) → 𝜙 unmet

strengthening

¬𝜙 unmet → ¬𝜙 unmet (precise)

𝐶 = IIO_BUFFER_CB
𝜙 reverse = TOUCHSCREEN_ADC ∧ IIO ∧ INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN
𝜙 depends = IIO ∧ IIO_BUFFER
𝜙 prompt = true
𝜙 default = false

𝜙 reverse and 𝜙 direct are the reverse and direct dependencies respectively. The option is always visible since it has an unconditional prompt (𝜙 prompt ), and the default value is false since it has
no default specification (𝜙 default ).
Substituting the symbolic formulas into 𝜙 config and simplifying
the disjunctive terms, we get the following:

substitution

(IIO_BUFFER_CB

contrapositive

(3)

∧ TOUCHSCREEN_ADC ∧ IIO ∧ INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN)

This simple optimization has a substantial impact on precision and
performance as we show in the evaluation section.
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∨ (IIO ∧ IIO_BUFFER

(4)

∧ ¬(TOUCHSCREEN_ADC ∧ IIO ∧ INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN))

Modeling Kconfig Semantics

Until now, we have described 𝜙 unmet with placeholders for configuration option constraints. But interpreting these constraints
as logical formulas requires modeling Kconfig’s semantics. In this
section we show how we methodically derive these from our formal
semantics (Section 3).
Recall that Kconfig takes a configuration file as input and determines its validity according to the specifications. As with prior
Kconfig feature modeling tools, we represent configuration options
as symbolic Boolean options, collapsing tristate option’s y and m
to true. While this underapproximates tristate, it greatly reduces
the space of possible configurations, improving solver performance.
Similarly, we approximate non-Booleans with a finite range of options, as in prior work [30]. Less than 5% of options are non-Boolean
in Linux Kconfig specifications.
To derive the model from Kconfig semantics, recall that our concrete semantics describes each case in which a Kconfig statement

∨ (false)

(5)

∨ (¬IIO_BUFFER_CCB ∧ ¬(IIO ∧ IIO_BUFFER)

(6)

∧ ¬(TOUCHSCREEN_ADC ∧ IIO ∧ INPUT_TOUCHSCREEN))

In summary, this formula means that IIO_BUFFER_CB is legal to
enable if its reverse dependency holds (subexpression 3), is legal
to either enable or disable if its direct dependency holds (subexpression 4), never takes a default value (subexpression 5), and can
otherwise only be disabled when its direct and reverse dependencies
do not hold (subexpression 6). The rest of the symbolic evaluator’s
valuation functions are similarly derived from the formal semantics
and can be found with the openly-archived formal semantics [40].
The benefit of this approach is that is removes guesswork from
designing Kconfig analysis tools. Instead, tool writers can rely on a
common semantics to mechanically derive an analysis for whatever
abstraction they would like to use for analysis, tailoring the choice
of formalism for configuration options based on their specific application. We demonstrate just one possible set of choices for deriving
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6.1

Kconfig files

kextract
Desugared Kconfig

kclause
Logical models

kismet
Bug conditions
Z3

klocalizer
Bug alarms and
.config file tests

Figure 6: The components of the infrastructure and how
they work together for unmet dependency bug-finding.

the Kconfig analysis. Moreover, future extensions to Kconfig by
developers can be captured by updates to the semantics, easing
adoption for Kconfig tools that mechanically derive their analyses
from the semantics.

5

6.2

Data Availability

All experimental data are available as archived open data [39].

IMPLEMENTATION

The analysis framework is implemented in about two thousand
source lines of Python, and about one thousand source lines of C. It
consists of four components, shown in Figure 6. The kextract tool
wraps the parser from the Linux implementation of Kconfig [54]
with a C extension to desugar the Kconfig specification into a desugared version of the Kconfig language. The kclause tool, written in
Python, reads in desugared Kconfig and constructs logical formulas
for each configuration options’ constraints, outputting them in the
SMTLIB2 [9] format. kismet, also written in Python, finds each
select construct from the kextract output and uses the logical
models from kclause to generate the unmet dependency condition
for each construct. kismet finally passes this condition in SMTLIB2
format to the klocalizer tool, which uses the Z3 SMT solver [13]
to check for the satisfiability of the bug condition. For satisfiable
conditions, klocalizer can also generate solutions to the condition in the Linux .config file format, which we use to test the
solution against the actual Kconfig implementation. All source code
is available online as free and open-source software1 as well as in
an openly-archived artifact [38].

6

Experimental Setup

We use Kconfig specifications from a recent version (v5.4.4) of the
Linux kernel source code2 as the target of our study. With over
140,000 lines of specifications and over 15,000 configuration options,
Linux represents, to our knowledge, the largest user of Kconfig.
The Linux kernel not only provides a large Kconfig specification,
but multiple ones as well, due to its support for multiple hardware
platforms. Each of its 28 architecture families3 has its own Kconfig
specification, effectively providing 28 separate Kconfig specifications to use for evaluation. Because of the hardware abstraction
layer, however, these architectures share at least some portion of
the codebase in common, and therefore also share a large portion
of their Kconfig specifications; about 100,000 lines, two-thirds, are
architecture-independent. Each architecture has between 10,014
and 12,744 select constructs for a total of 289,202. Deduplicating
these, there are 17,006 unique select constructs, although the constraints due to architecture-specific Kconfig files may differ. Due to
this sharing, we not only report results for each architecture’s Kconfig specifications but also the aggregate and deduplicated alarms
across architectures.
All experiments were executed on a server with an AMD EPYC
7401 24-Core Processor with 512GB of RAM running Ubuntu 18.04,
where we measured performance using the UNIX time utility. Since
this machine allows for high parallelism, we ran the experiments
for the 28 architectures’ Kconfig specifications in parallel on separate copies of the Linux kernel source code. Replication scripts are
available with the source code repository1 .

6.3

Research Questions

Our evaluation seeks to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 (Precision) How precise is our analysis when finding
unmet dependencies? To measure bug-finding effectiveness, we
run our tool on all 28 Linux Kconfig specifications and collect the
alarms reported. We also automatically validate whether the alarms
are true positives by generating and building test cases automatically. We expect that, if our semantics reflect real Kconfig behavior,
that our symbolic model of unmet dependencies and Kconfig behavior should yield high precision, i.e., few false positives.
RQ2 (Performance) How fast is bug-finding? We record the
running time of our bug-finder when applied to all 28 Linux Kconfig
specifications, i.e., the experiment from RQ1. We report the distribution of running times per architecture, the aggregate time, as well
as the breakdown between desugaring, generating bug conditions,
and solving. We expect that our design choices and optimization
will yield a fast enough analysis to make running kismet feasible
for developers to use regularly.
RQ3 (Impact) How useful are the resulting alarms to developers? We evaluate the impact of our bug-finding approach
by manually submitting some reports and patches to the kernel

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate our bug finding approach for precision, performance,
and impact on real-world code.

2 https://cdn.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v5.x/linux-5.4.4.tar.xz

1 https://github.com/paulgazz/kmax

arc, arm, arm64, c6x, csky, h8300, hexagon, i386, ia64, m68k, microblaze, mips,
nds32, nios2, openrisc, parisc, powerpc, riscv, s390, sh, sh64, sparc, sparc64, um, unicore32, x86_64, and xtensa

3 alpha,
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Table 2: kismet’s bug-finding time in minutes for all 28 Kconfig specifications, broken down by each phase of analysis.

Table 1: kismet’s bug-finding results across all 28 architecture Kconfig specifications.

Metric
Constructs
Alarms raised
Precision

Max
12,744
53.00
100%

Percentiles
75th
50th
25th
10,386 10,108 10,044
31.25
25.00
22.75
100%
100%
100%

Min
10,014
10.00
100%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

maintainers. We expect that, if the resulting alarms are correct
and provide value to the kernel maintainers, they will confirm the
reports and accept our patches.
RQ4 (Comparison) How does our approach compare to
random configuration testing? To our knowledge, no related
tool for finding unmet dependencies in Kconfig exists. To provide
a baseline time to search for bugs, we use random configuration
testing with Kconfig’s built-in randconfig tool. We compare the
bugs found, given the same amount of time as kismet and also
allow randconfig generation to run for several days. We expect
that our static approach will perform better, given the enormity of
the search space of configurations, but we also expect to find new
bugs missed by kismet’s underapproximation of non-Booleans.

6.4
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Analysis
Phase
kclause
Syntax check
𝜙 unmet
𝜙 unmet (precise)
Confirmation
Total Time

Time Percentiles (minutes)
Max 75th 50th 25th Min
7.21
5.52
5.35
5.21
5.03
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
2.35
2.00
1.94
1.88
1.62
79.31 33.79 32.16 31.23 29.08
2.01
1.06
0.81
0.72
0.38
90.21 42.12 40.30 39.41 37.13

architecture’s Kconfig specification but not others, which is possible because of architecture-specific constraints. In these cases, we
counted the construct as a true alarm in the deduplicated set.
Summary: our approach is precise, yielding 100% precision
on Linux’s very large, real-world Kconfig specification, and
finds many new bugs: 781 true positive bugs or 151 if we deduplicate common constructs across architectures.

6.5

RQ2: Performance

To evaluate performance, we measure kismet’s running time, broken down by each phase of its analysis. Table 2 is the distribution
of running times across each of the 28 architecture-specific Kconfig
specifications. Each row is the phase of analysis, with the total time
in the last row, while each column is percentiles in the distribution
of running times.
kismet takes between 37 and 90 minutes on one Kconfig specification file, for a total of 20 hours in all, including the time spent
generating a test case to automatically confirm true positives. We
break down the timing into five phases: (1) kclause is the time spent
modeling Kconfig constructs, which we perform at the beginning
of analysis to cache the results. (2) Syntax check includes both identifying each select construct and the optimization that rules out
selectees with no dependencies. As discussed in Section 4.2 on
optimization, (3) 𝜙 unmet is the time spent checking the imprecise
bug formula, and (4) 𝜙 unmet (precise) is the time spent checking the
precise bug formula, if the imprecise one does not rule out the bug.
(5) Confirmation is the time spent generating a test case for the
bug and checking it against the actual Kconfig implementation;
this is not part of the static analysis, per se, but it only takes a
comparatively small amount of time.
In most cases, kismet takes less than hour for an architecture,
making it fast enough for use on each commit of the Kconfig specification. The largest amount of time is spent on the precise formula
check, which shows the importance of our optimization in avoiding
making that check. Checking 𝜙 unmet is fast: it takes less than an
hour for hundreds of thousands of select constructs, albeit with
low precision (less than 2%). 85% of the constructs are ruled out,
however, reducing the time needed to solve the precise condition.
Summary: kismet is fast, taking between 37 and 90 minutes to analyze between 10,014 to 12,744 select constructs in a
Kconfig specification, enabling frequent bug finding runs.

RQ1: Precision

We run kismet on each of the 28 architectures’ Kconfig specifications and collect the resulting alarms. kismet reports the pair of
configuration options involved in the unmet dependency, i.e., the
selector and the selectee. Finally, we validate whether the alarm is
a true positive by generating a test case. This works by querying
the Z3 SMT solver for a satisfying solution to 𝜙 unmet (precise) , the
bug’s logical formula, then converting the solution into the Linux
.config configuration file format.
Table 1 summarizes the analysis results of our experiments. The
rows list the number of constructs analyzed, the number of alarms
raised by kismet, and the precision, i.e., the percent of all alarms
that are true positives. The columns show the distribution of these
metrics across the 28 architectures’ Kconfig specifications as percentiles. kismet checks between 10,014 and 12,744 select constructs
for each architecture, finding between 10 and 53 alarms per Kconfig
specification, for a total of 781 alarms over 289,202 constructs. All
alarms are confirmed to be true positives by generating test cases
that trigger the alarm, for a precision of 100%. While such high
precision would be unusual for static analysis, the core fragment of
Kconfig that we model requires no over-approximation that could
lead to false positives. Since the ground truth number of bugs in
real-world Linux Kconfig specifications is unknown, we do not
compute recall, but we address false negatives in RQ4.
Although each architecture has its own Kconfig specification,
they all share a large common set of Kconfig files. The consequence
is that fixing a bug in one architecture’s Kconfig specification can fix
it for several others. Deduplicating these bug yields 151 total alarms
for unique select constructs across all architectures. In some cases,
the same select construct was a true unmet dependency in one
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Table 3: Percent of the bugs found by kismet compared to
randconfig given both the same amount of time as and 135x
more time than kismet.

RQ3: Impact

We evaluate the impact of our bug-finder, and the semantics on
which it is based, by reporting alarms to the kernel developers and
submitting patches to the mainline Linux repository, specifically
via the Linux kernel mailing list [50] and the kernel.org Bugzilla
website [3]. Developer confirmation of bugs provides confidence in
the utility of the alarms, beyond precision. Moreover, acceptance
of patches by official maintainers reflects the beneficial impact of
the results on this prevalent and frequently used codebase.
While our bug-finder is fully automated, submitting reports and
patches is a manual process, requiring time to create them and communicate with human Linux maintainers. Moreover, maintainers
may opt to not patch even true alarms, may not respond immediately, or may request different changes than what we proposed in
the patch. Since the Kconfig specification gradually changes over
time with the rest of the codebase, prior bugs may no longer occur,
due to manual fixes, removal of options, etc. We believe it is feasible
to use kismet in continuous integration, but we leave such infrastructure development as future work. For these reasons, we have
not yet submitted all alarms; repairing all is an ongoing process,
and we report the current state of the bug repairs in progress.
As of writing, we have submitted 38 reports or patches, 19 have
been confirmed with the remainder pending, and 15 of our patches
have already been committed to the Linux kernel codebase. Up-todate information about the reporting and patching effort can be
found in the source code repository4 .
Knowing the effect of unmet dependencies on the kernel is difficult to measure. Such a configuration is not supposed to be feasible,
and developers have been so far highly receptive to patches of
unmet dependency bugs. While we do not know all the effects of
an unmet dependency, one common result is a broken build, e.g.,
Figure 1, which is undesirable for any software product. We measured how often a broken build results from the bugs we found
by attempting to build the generated .config from kismet and
hand-checking the reason for the broken build. Build errors account
for 68% of all tests. 29% of configuration files trigger build errors
whose root cause is the unmet dependency bug from which the
configuration file was generated. 27% fail due to bugs other than
the one used to generate the test case. Since a build error halts the
build process, we cannot easily determine whether the build would
have encountered an error related to the unmet dependency, so we
conservatively assume these are not caused by unmet dependencies.
Summary: The bug finding results have resulted in 38 reports and 15 committed patches to the Linux kernel so far,
with further patch submission and discussion ongoing.

6.7

Tool
kismet
randconfig
Same time
135x time

Max
100.00%
62.86%
77.14%

Percentiles
75th
50th
25th
100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
12.94%
22.55%

6.80%
17.42%

2.68%
10.54%

Min
87.10%
0.00%
0.00%

unmet dependency alarms, yielding 175 unique unmet dependency
bugs. Comparing these to kismet’s results, kismet adds 614 unique
unmet dependencies not found in this random testing.
Since no other tools to our knowledge analyze unmet dependencies, we compare the performance of kismet against a random
testing approach, to see whether there is a benefit in running time
and bugs found to using kismet. Using the combined set of bugs
from months of randconfig and kismet’s results, we compare the
percent of bugs found given the same amount of time. Table 3 shows
the results of this comparison of the percentage of bugs found from
the benchmark set. The columns show the distribution of these
percentages across all architectures’ Kconfig specifications. kismet
finds 100% for almost all architectures, reflecting the fact that even
after months of compute time, very few additional bugs were found
by random testing compared with kismet. randconfig (row łSame
timež), given the same amount of time that kismet took, finds on
average only a small fraction of the set of bugs, 6.80%, with a maximum of only 62.86%. Even given several days to run (row ł135x
timež), randconfig still only finds a fraction of the benchmark
bugs. In contrast, there were only eight bugs not found by kismet,
leading to a worst-case of 87.10% benchmark coverage by kismet.
While our benchmark is not the ground truth of Linux’s complete
set of bugs, which is not feasible to find by hand given the months
of compute time to generate configuration files, it provides at least
an estimate of the relative performance of kismet versus random
testing. The results show the large performance benefit of using
kismet compared to random testing. In the same amount of time,
kismet finds many more bugs than random testing, providing a
fast and precise complement to random testing that can be run
regularly against new commits to the Kconfig specification.
Summary: kismet finds many more true positives bugs in
far less time than random testing, although there are also
false negatives as expected by deliberate underapproximation.

RQ4: Comparison

While kismet is 100% precise for its fragment of the Kconfig semantics, its underapproximation of non-Boolean leaves it susceptible
to false negatives. To gather a set of unmet dependency benchmarks that include bugs not findable by kismet, we use a built-in
Kconfig utility for generating random configurations. Generating
random configurations for over four days for each architecture
in parallel (a combined time of more than three months), we generated over 11,000,000 configuration files, which raised 2,857,938

7

THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal Threats. Our formal semantics needs to match the actual
behavior of Kconfig, otherwise, any analyses based on it may yield
incorrect results. We mitigated this using the Kconfig documentation, reviewing its actual C implementation, and collecting a Kconfig
test suite. Moreover, the 100% precision of the bug-finder, validated
with generated test cases and some developer confirmation, testifies
to the accuracy of the semantics. kismet is deliberately underapproximate for non-Boolean options, however, so this part of the

4 https://github.com/paulgazz/kmax/blob/master/docs/bugs_found.md
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semantics is not supported by the bug-finding results, but by the
documentation, implementation, and test suite only.

implementations of SmartFrog compilers. Sotiropulous et al. formally modeled the system call trace of the Puppet tool to find faults
from ordering violations on resource usage [49]. Horton and Parnin
infer system dependencies from Python code in order to generate
Docker specification files [22]. They also inferred dependencies
from Python code snippets to check if their package dependencies are out of date [23]. Bouchet et al. use formal verification to
check for inadvertent public access to Amazon S3 instances [12].
Chenygyuan et al. mined frequently used dependencies between
entities from deployment descriptors for Java-EE-platform-based
applications to validate if a new deployment descriptor is violating
mined dependencies [60]. Hanappi et al. formally modeled configuration scripts and resource usage to test if a system can recover
from failures such as network outages and reach a stable state [21].

External Threats. While Kconfig is used by several popular, lowlevel systems software (BusyBox, coreboot, etc), our evaluation only
applies to Linux. Linux, however, is the largest user of Kconfig that
we know of, and has multiple Kconfig specifications. We evaluate
our bug-finder on one recent version of the Linux source code, but
Kconfig specifications change gradually with each kernel version.
Different versions may yield different numbers of alarms. We leave
a long-term study of Kconfig bugs across versions and projects
as future work. Our bug-finder currently checks for one kind of
bug. The performance of the bug-finder could vary for different
bug types or analysis tasks. Our work is specific to the Kconfig
specification language, so we do not show applicability to other
specification languages. Given the large time investment in creating
and evaluating accurate formal semantics and a corresponding
analysis infrastructure, we leave generalizing the approach to other
specification languages as future work.
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Studies on variability bugs. Some prior work extracted variability
information from Makefiles and source code for finding bugs, dead
code blocks, or inconsistencies between variability specification and
implementation. [11, 14, 19, 36, 37, 48, 52]. Prior work also analyzed
bugs or warnings raised from sampled configurations to classify
them and understand how they are introduced [33, 34]. Similar
analyses were performed on the bugs or vulnerabilities reported in
the bug database or source commits [6, 7, 17, 35]. Others studied
configuration sampling algorithms to find more variability bugs
with fewer samples [29, 32, 46, 55].

RELATED WORK

Modeling Kconfig specifications. There are several prior efforts
that convert Kconfig to logical formulas for various applications.
Zengler et al. and Walch et al. modeled Kconfig in the DIMACS SAT
format with the goal of finding Kconfig language metrics, including
the number of options, types, and mandatory configuration options [57, 61]. She et al describe a formal semantics [43] and a tool
called LVAT that converts Kconfig specifications to the DIMACS
SAT solver format [10, 44, 45]. It was designed for collecting statistics about the Kconfig language such as the number of options,
the hierarchy of dependencies, and other metrics [10], rather than
for precise formal verification of configuration specifications. Tool
development appears to have stopped for LVAT in 2013 [42]. The
undertaker project has a tool to convert Kconfig’s dumpconf output
to the DIMACS SAT format for use in identifying dead code blocks
in unpreprocessed C code [4, 53]. The kconfigreader tool converts the output of a Kconfig tool called dumpconf, which dumps
each configuration options’ constraint expressions, into the DIMACS SAT solver format [25, 30]. El-Sharkawy et al., describes
an informal semantics of Kconfig, provides illustrative examples,
and evaluates the limitations of other tools [15]. Fernandez et al.
described informal semantics for Kconfig constructs that they identified as incorrectly supported in prior conversion tools [16]. They
provide a set of example Kconfig constructs that illustrate these
limitations, which we have incorporated into kclause’s test suite.
Fernandez et al. also describe a new conversion tool that produces
Binary Decision Diagrams but has not been evaluated on Linux
Kconfig specifications.

9

CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new formal semantics and model checking
infrastructure for analyzing Kconfig specification files and methodically derived a bug-finder, called kismet, for unmet dependencies,
a common pitfall for Kconfig maintainers. Our results show that
our bug-finder is precise, fast, and has resulted in patches to the
mainline Linux kernel source code confirmed and accepted by maintainers. Future work includes continuing to repair all bugs found by
kismet, applying it to ongoing kernel development and other software, and applying our analysis framework to other maintenance
challenges.
We also plan to explore applying these model checking principles
to other configuration specification languages to further improve
the state of language tooling for software operations at large. As
software operations are further automated, the languages used
for configuring, building, and deploying software become an increasingly large component of the source code. These languages
introduce new opportunities for less traditional software vulnerabilities, such as security misconfiguration. As our work demonstrates,
these languages lend themselves to automated analysis, suggesting the future benefits of applying rigorous design and automated
reasoning to software operations languages in general.

Analyses of other configuration languages. Shambaugh et al. [41]
perform formal verification of the Puppet deployment configuration language to detect non-deterministic system state updates and
other undesirable system configurations. Weiss et al. [59] automate Puppet configuration repair using formal reasoning over a
propositional model of the language. Anderson et al. [8] formally
verify the SmartFrog infrastructure deployment language to prove
properties such as termination of compilation, comparing multiple
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